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Academia.edu no longer supports the Internet Explorer.To Academia.edu browse and wider internet faster and more securely, please take a few seconds to upgrade your browser. Academia.edu use cookies to personalize content, tailor ads and improve the user experience. By using our site, you agree to the collection
of our information through the use of cookies. To learn more, see our Privacy Policy.× English Portuguese Bible Dictionary Many Bible - Advertising - Sponsored Links - Sponsored Links to open PDF sponsored links just click on the image. The work we put in the hands of the Spanish-speaking reader is unique in its
kind. Although the original was written nearly three centuries ago, this exegical-devotional commentary, written mostly by Matthew Henry in the early 18th century, has not yet been surpassed by any other, according to the unanimous opinion of experts. In some cases Matthew Henry's opinion has been enriched by
adding that other commentators hold ideas other than or even in their own opposition, but which we consider necessary to provide the reader with a broader view of Christian thought with regard to the point in question. (See Isaiah, Man 6 v. 1-4) You can read a part of Genesis in other cases, - especially with regard to
eschatological, (emilonial-premylinial-post-customary) assumptions - we have preferred to put our ideas directly, (in this case how premylinal and dispensable) is, although of course the reader warns first, so that it is not called deception. , (see the introduction of the book of Revelation), which in this particular case
belong to Matthew Henry's own, but the translator. But it is written not only by Matthew Henry, but the hands of the best observations, both Scripture and Rabbil, covering the exhibition, some (some) filling gaps, both at exegetic and devotional levels, of which Matthew Henry suffers imperfect work as the original work, as
any human work. This makes this Spanish version of Matthew Henry's commentary a unique work of its kind, of which it can be said without blushing that in many cases far surpasses its origins. Spanish-speaking Evangelicals will find premium spiritual food in this commentary; An unbreakable source of metaphoric ideas
and illuminating and stimulating expression. To sum up its price in one sentence we will say that: This comment, more than any other, does not only help a lot to know the Holy Bible but also to live it. Not to cite, but some of the important decisions, we would refer to the plausible phrases of men then And well known in
our media such as F. Bruce, Alan Redpath, Wilbur M. Smith and Archfamus C. H. Sperzian. From this commentary, F. F. Bruce says: This is one of the greatest classics of English religious literature.. । With his certain spiritual instinct of the spirit of Scripture, he presents the healthy and eternal essence of the Bible in the
style of extraordinary rapture. Alan Redpath states: healthy, sensible and radical exposure, poetry by poetry, pearls of enough ideas that find great expression, and many more evocative comments, combine all of them to make this work a different class in itself. Wilbur Smith makes for his praise in a short sentence: This
is the greatest devotional commentary ever written. Finally, C H Spurgeon says of him: It's instructive for everyone. Brilliant in metaphors, rich in similarities, more responsible in pictures. Every Minister of God should read Matthew Henry at least once with full and full attention. Clergy and teachers, in particular, will find an
abundant arsenal of exceptional material in it. So affordable, even the most inexperienced preacher, that it's often enough with sketch captions of Matthew Henry's comments, a good plan of preaching or messaging, that it can be filled with ideas of the same comment and complete them with individual people, expressing
them in the style of each preacher, taking into account the auditorium which it has addressed. Having a good book of anecdotes (we recommend Dr. Samuel Villa's encyclopedia of anecdotes), the message may be perfectly suited to attract listeners' attention and bring them, with the power of the Holy Spirit, either to the
knowledge of the gospel of salvation, or to solid spiritual development, as may be the case. Cases.
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